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Objectives

To improve the knowledge, skills and attitudes of the

participants in the context of migration, refugee, refugee,

migration, assimilation, integration, inclusion, human rights,

To improve the knowledge, skills and attitudes of the

participants regarding isolation and marginalization from

society of immigrants and refugees in the context of

prejudice, stereotype, human rights, equality and

intercultural dialogue,

To ensure that participants are informed about the situation

of immigrants and refugees in other countries and good

practices for them,

To develop musical, cultural dialogue, creativity and

teamwork skills of participants or the use music as a tool to

engage migrants and refugees in the society and promote

cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue and increase the

employability of them in European labor market and

encourage them to take an active role in their communities,

To inform participants about the Erasmus + and Youth

Mobility to encourage them to take part in other projects in

the future and to cooperate in the future.
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Activities

Getting to know and icebreaking activities,

 

NFE activities to explore other cultures through music,

 

5 different national songs will be sang by choir

 

Jam sessions, karaoke, intercultural nights, and public

concert.
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Songs

Turkey- Uzun İnce Bir Yoldayım

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3t6iwl5tnqM

 

Germany-Hejo Spann Den Wagen An:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOj5QuQ-dmI

 

Greece-Fragosiriani:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Op-8pKxBkVs

 

Spain-Mi Carro Me Lo Robaron: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR6epPBQ7mw

 

France-Je Veux:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMFkzCc9gSU
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Hi, I'm Juan. I was a participant of the project representing

Germany. It was a great experience for me as a Teamleader. I

enjoyed to build an atmosphere of trust within my team so each

of them would feel safe and confident about showing their

feelings through music. The interesting part was the interaction

with the other teams of different countries, different cultures

and different ways to express but the common denominator was

out love towards music and its power to change any situation

into something good.

Hello, I am Ülkü. It was an amazing experience being in the

project and sharing moments with beautiful project members.

Hello i am Andrea. I am music composer. It was my first project.

I met with people from different cultures and learnt different

musical styles. I really want to take in future project

Hello, i am Guilhem. I am vişolin player. In this project, i learnt

news songs in different languages and my chori skill. I would like

to participate in other projects wheremusic is at the heart of

topic.

Hi, I'm Alex. As a participant to this project I have to say that was one of

the best experiences in my life. Both concept and the people I cooperated

with were really unforgettable. We learned so many things about how the

music helps people to come closer and how easy is for all of us to

communicate and destroy stereotypes for immigrants or refugees

through the music. I also, gain new information about Euro Union’s

programs like ESC or Training project, that I didn’t know before.

That’s why I’m very thankful for this experience and I hope that maybe in

the future I’ll have the opportunity to participate in other Erasmus

program again.


